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With the ambition to unlock the full potential of wind power to help tackle the 
climate crisis, Siemens Gamesa Renewable Energy S.A. is a pioneer in the 
renewable energy sector. Following the merger that created the company, 
Siemens Gamesa implemented SAP S/4HANA®, providing a unified platform 
for standardized, enterprise-wide processes. Now, the firm benefits from 
increased operational visibility, enabling more-agile decision-making 
and supporting the delivery of carbon-free power to new markets.

Siemens Gamesa: Supporting a 
Newly Merged Company with a 
Single Digital Platform



Before: Challenges and Opportunities
• Fulfill legal requirements to manage a separation from Siemens AG within a tight time frame
• Establish one platform to standardize and integrate processes 
• Improve visibility into KPIs across the business 
• Support business units as they move to the new system 

Why SAP and Infosys Limited
• Unified operations management solution based on SAP S/4HANA® and SAP® Ariba® solutions
• Scheduling and self-services for technicians provided by the SAP Field Service Management solution
• Implementation support provided by SAP Services and Support and SAP partner Infosys Limited

After: Value-Driven Results
• Continuous improvement initiatives based on globally standardized reporting
• Increased operational transparency, supporting more-agile decision-making
• More-efficient business processes through increased automation and harmonization
• Simplified IT landscape that is more straightforward to maintain and keep updated with the latest 

capabilities

Establishing a Simplified and Harmonized IT Landscape with 
SAP S/4HANA®

“Through investment in a new IT platform and a 
service architecture based on SAP S/4HANA, 
Siemens Gamesa is ready for the future, with the 
ability to provide new and improved business 
models and services for our customers."  
Alan Feeley, CIO, Siemens Gamesa Renewable Energy S.A.

Siemens Gamesa 
Renewable Energy S.A.
Zamudio, Spain
www.siemensgamesa.com

Industry
Utilities

Employees
26,000

Revenue
€9.5 billion 

Products and Services
Wind turbines and onshore 
and offshore wind power 
services 

Featured Solutions and Services
SAP S/4HANA, SAP Field Service 
Management, SAP Ariba solutions, 
and SAP Services and Support 

30%
Faster processing of 
operational information, due 
to automated processes and 
a single data source

40%
Reduction in IT landscape 
complexity
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https://www.sap.com/corporate/en/legal/terms-of-use.html
http://www.siemensgamesa.com/
https://www.sap.com/corporate/en/legal/terms-of-use.html


Powering the Green-Energy Revolution 
with Innovative Solutions

Supplying wind power solutions to customers all 
over the globe, Siemens Gamesa Renewable 
Energy S.A. is a key player and innovative pioneer 
in the renewable energy sector. Created following 
a merger between Siemens AG and Gamesa 
Corporación Tecnológica S.A. that made the firm 
the largest wind turbine manufacturer worldwide, 
the company provides solutions and services for 
onshore and offshore wind power generation.

Establishing a new operations management 
solution for a new company
As part of the legal requirements of the merger, 
the newly formed company needed to move its 
operations from legacy systems owned by Siemens 
and establish a new operations management

solution of its own. To improve efficiency and 
productivity across global operations, it also wanted 
to consolidate 11 disparate ERP systems that 
served different business units and regions.

“We wanted to establish a unified solution that 
would provide a single view of the truth for the 
entire company,” comments Alan Feeley, CIO at 
Siemens Gamesa. “This enables us to simplify 
our IT landscape, standardize our processes 
globally, and support Industry 4.0 practices
to increase operational efficiency.” 
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107 GW
Install base in 75 countries



Managing an International Deployment 
During a Global Pandemic 

Drawing on a rich heritage of experience with 
SAP® software within the IT team, Siemens 
Gamesa decided to undertake a greenfield 
implementation of SAP S/4HANA®, hosted on 
Microsoft Azure. Following the company’s hybrid-
cloud strategy, Siemens Gamesa also decided to 
integrate a number of cloud-based solutions with 
SAP S/4HANA. 

SAP Ariba® solutions help the company manage 
procurement processes, from sourcing turbine and 
site parts to managing spend on the maintenance 
and decommissioning of wind farms. In addition, the 
SAP Field Service Management solution provides 
field technicians with on-the-go, 24x7 access to 
customer and site information, as well as offering 
rich scheduling functionality. 

Meeting tight deadlines as a remote-working team
Siemens Gamesa was obliged to set an aggressive 
time frame for the deployment. Experts from 
SAP Services and Support helped the project team 
devise a project blueprint. In addition, SAP partner 
Infosys Limited played a key role in the planning 
and execution of a pilot project that involved the 
implementation of the SAP solutions across 
seven countries and 2,000 users. Although the 
implementation coincided with the introduction of 
worldwide lockdown restrictions due to COVID-19, 
the project team was able to collaborate effectively 
while working remotely to achieve a successful 
outcome.
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Harnessing Global Insights to Increase Productivity

With a unified, enterprise-wide operations manage-
ment solution, Siemens Gamesa now has a simplified 
IT landscape that is straightforward to maintain and 
keep updated with the latest capabilities. Further, the 
process standardization enabled by this streamlined 
landscape is key to helping achieve significant 
efficiency goals. “With SAP S/4HANA and SAP Ariba 
solutions in place, we anticipate up to 30% faster 
processes,” confirms Feeley. 

The replacement of seven field services solutions 
used previously with a single, standardized solution 
is also providing the company with more flexibility in 
its workforce deployment. “Now all our technicians 
use SAP Field Service Management and follow the 
same processes in the same way,” remarks Alan 
Monaghan, global program manager for SAP S/4HANA 
at Siemens Gamesa. “This means that we can 
quickly move technicians from one hub to another 
when required.”

Analyzing data to find ways to do things better 
The ability to analyze enterprise-wide operations 
data is also helping the company identify ways to 
improve its processes on an ongoing basis, 
increasing productivity. “Now that we can look 
at one set of KPIs, we can drive continuous 
improvement on a global scale,” comments Feeley. 
“We have insights that give us more clarity on 
everything from material requirements planning and 
workforce scheduling to optimized maintenance 
planning. This helps us deliver more reliable 
products and services, improving customer 
satisfaction.”
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Enabling a Business Transformation That 
Delivers a Competitive Edge

Following the successful pilot project, Siemens 
Gamesa is currently undergoing a wider rollout
across 60 countries. Scheduled for completion in 
2023, the project will involve the deployment of 
SAP S/4HANA to approximately 10,000 users.

In addition, the company has begun a wider 
deployment of SAP Ariba solutions and SAP Field 
Service Management. With SAP S/4HANA as its 
Intelligent ERP, Siemens Gamesa is also 
considering the integration of SAP software in 
business areas such as treasury, transportation 
management, and shop-floor management.

Optimizing the way people work
A key focus for the project team is on helping 
employees adjust to a new way of working with 
integrated, standardized processes. “To achieve

a successful transition, simply training the users 
on the new functionality is not enough,” says 
Monaghan. “Facilitating this shift in our practices 
requires that technical teams, business teams, 
and management all work together to deliver a 
successful transformation.”

Siemens Gamesa believes that by optimizing the 
way people work, the company will benefit from 
an increase in efficiency and productivity that will 
ultimately provide a competitive edge. “The strength 
of SAP software is that it frees employees from 
mundane and time-consuming tasks,” concludes 
Feeley. “With streamlined processes supported by 
a stable operations management solution, we can 
focus on activities that create additional value –
both for Siemens Gamesa and our customers.”
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